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INTRODUCTION

Forms of political trickery have been critical factors in elections for decades (whether or not computers were utilized), with many political operatives and parties involved (Bassil-Morozow, 2014; Frost-Arnold, 2014; McIntyre, 2013; McLeod, 2015; Philipps, 2015). Political pranksters either infiltrated campaigns or worked from a distance for the benefit of competing campaigns, often in attempts to expose the managerial weakness of their opponents’ organizers and candidates. Today, such infiltrations can take place online as Internet resources are manipulated or compromised. This paper explores an assortment of recent concerns and related mitigation efforts involving online information distortion and political gaming in the contexts...
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of electioneering and voting, with a focus on how recent elections that have apparent manipulations have been framed in political discourse. Campaigns that fall prey to such trickery are often construed as failing to be diligent in response to potential security threats and “harden” their candidacies, although cybersecurity best practices may indeed have been followed by campaign managers and candidates. Failures of campaigns to deal with damaging cybersecurity and manipulation issues are often hidden from public view (to the extent and length of time that is possible), which can embolden perpetrators and make comprehensive and systematic mitigation attempts more difficult. Although this paper focuses on the United States and United Kingdom, political trickery has been widely observed, as in the reported hijacking of the Twitter accounts of Turkish political leaders and the subsequent dissemination of unapproved messages (Fontana, 2017).

Many recent claims about election manipulation and gaming have focused on international propaganda and infiltration, with foreign governments acting strategically and opportunistically (Hyde, 2017; Bjola, 2018). Widely-disseminated narratives emerged from such popular publications as Malcolm Nance’s (2016) The Plot to Hack America: How Putin’s Cyberspies and WikiLeaks Tried to Steal the 2016 Election, Nance’s (2019) The Plot to Betray America, and Michael Isikoff and David Corn’s (2018) Russian Roulette: The Inside Story of Putin’s War on America and the Election of Donald Trump. Wirth (2016) declares that “The Cyber Arms Race Is On,” with Russian hackers being implicated in some US election security breaches and related online information distortion. Nance, Isikoff, Corn, Wirth, and many others generally frame online political trickery in stark Cold War terms rather than in a more nuanced formulation involving crowdsourcing and multilayered online inputs and disinformation. As discussed in this paper, these large-scale, international-level security concerns sometimes overshadow the growing number of smaller-scale modes for online attack of campaigns, including “Google bombing,” wiki-wars, and domain name-jacking; however, these generally less-publicized, emergent practices are part of the environment in which the larger-scale, internationally-rooted attacks are interpreted and framed by the public. These sophisticated international attempts can indeed inform the efforts of campaign managers, volunteers, and candidates, but more locally situated attempts can also materialize (and perhaps eventually gain broad influence). Many of the political information distortion practices emerging in the past decades online can have a collaborative and diffuse nature, with various individuals developing and forwarding “fake news” and participating in Google bombing or cybersecurity attacks often without direct, central coordination (Morgan, 2018) or with targeted harmonization through local parties and campaigns. Efforts to counter these homegrown trickeries can be rather unsophisticated and sometimes rely on accidental discovery or the dogged attempts of local journalists and bloggers to develop their politically-themed stories (Chang, Zhong, & Grabosky, 2018).

A number of corporate and nonprofit organizations have faced security breaches and pranks of the kinds that are being described here for political entities, with reputations and financial issues at stake (Lucas, 2017; Kollár & Poór, 2016). Many individuals and households have encountered security breaches and attacks of various sorts as well, resulting in financial and reputational losses without substantial means for countering these violations (Dodel & Mesch, 2018). The political sphere, however, presents a different kind of context. For example, the impacts of many political trickeries and security breaches have been framed in positive terms for the public good as well as more critical perspectives: political campaigns can be construed as being combative “contests” (Bennett & Segerberg, 2012). In this formulation, political trickery and gaming can serve to test the competitors involved, with the appropriation and sequestering of domain names linked to candidates by their opponents (or domain name-jacking) as major examples (Low, 2016). One case of this is carlyfiorina.org, which was purchased by someone who did not support the candidate Carly Fiorina; it was used to convey extensive anti-candidate propaganda during her 2015-6 Republican presidential nomination run. Many accounts of this situation characterized Fiorina (who was once an executive at the technology-related US corporation Hewlett-Packard, HP) as being clearly incapable of handling even trivial aspects of her own campaign’s technological and security matters (Frizell, 2015). Kauffman (2018) describes comparable concerns about the Web site bobstefanowski.co:
Search for gubernatorial candidate Bob Stefanowski on Google, and high on the list of hits will be his campaign’s official website at bobforgovernor.com. But higher than that link may be an ad for bobstefanowski.co, a website registered two weeks ago that has nothing nice to say about the Republican candidate — and appears courtesy of Stefanowski’s Democratic rival, Ned Lamont. “The Stefanowski Plan: Radical. Wrong,” the website declares, above a lengthy list of catastrophes the Lamont campaign says would befall the state if Stefanowski were to follow through on his pledge to eliminate the state income tax. At the bottom, below 26 footnotes, is the message: “Paid for by Ned for CT. Richard Smith Treasurer. Approved by Ned Lamont and Susan Bysiewicz.”

In this Connecticut race, both sides subsequently incorporated domain name-jacking as a strategy, creating a “wild West” retributive scenario:

Lamont, meanwhile, can likewise find his name in the web address of an unflattering site controlled by others — and prominently featured in Google searches. Click on www.nedlamont.fyi, registered last month and run by a Republican political action committee, and you’ll see Lamont described as a “top enabler for failed Governor Dan Malloy,” with information under the categories “Enabler,” “Tax-And-Spend” and “Families Pay More.” The website is the work of Change PAC, which is financed by the Republican Governors Association, but is required by law to operate independently of the Stefanowski campaign.

The notion that trickery is good for campaigns in the long run is often rooted in how it may reveal the weaknesses of individual candidates, exposing potential deficits that could be related to their future performance in office. The playing fields however, involved in these supposed contests can rarely be construed as level and the attacks often spearheaded by individuals with biases toward particular races, genders, or religions (Noble, 2018). An example is the aspect of technological competence (whether sufficiently strong passwords were selected, etc.), which can have a gender or ethnic bias as security violations and political trickeries are framed by the press, bloggers, or opponents. The notion that Carly Fiorina was in some way not manifesting technical competence hit her campaign very hard, leading to appearances on talk shows and other mea culpa venues to explain how the situation occurred; Wisconsin gubernatorial candidate Mary Burke encountered similar attacks (described shortly). Corporations have faced comparable issues through the years (Erb, 2017; “How ‘username squatting’ became,” 2018), but often have a longer timeframe and considerably more legal and public relations assistance with which to deal with the aftermath (Oravec, 2013).

Controversies have been salient involving bias and opportunism on the part of the managers of platforms on which political information is shared via social media; for example, Google (Alphabet Corporation) and Facebook have both been criticized in US Congressional hearings and other public policy forums for reportedly allowing opportunistic advantages to emerge that can disempower citizens who want basic information about a candidate’s popularity and current positions (Kulshrestha et al., 2019). For example, some gaming and manipulation efforts are designed to present candidates in a positive light in relation to their popularity and relation to various social trends; for instance, Twitter and Facebook followers can be “purchased,” creating a sense of momentum in a campaign. Other platform-related controversies involve their possibly-inadvertent support of fake news generation and dissemination, which has presented tough challenges concerning the role of Internet-related corporations and the government in political communications (Nicas, 2016).

POLITICAL TRICKERY AND GAMING AS COLLABORATIVE COMMUNICATION ACTS

As computer networks play larger roles in everyday discourse, Internet-related tricks and treacheries have emerged in many arenas of interaction besides the political, including commercial and even religious venues (Akerlof & Schiller, 2015). The kinds of communication acts involved are expanding in variety, resulting in potential confusions as well as coordination potentials (Linell, 2009) Political campaign managers have available to them techniques that
have been developed for use in giving unfair advantage to rival nation states, competing corporations, or organizations involved in various public projects (such as those described in Collins, 2015). Political trickery and gaming can be framed as communication acts involving an assortment of audiences; these acts often have similarities in communications structure to acts of terrorism in how the parties involved are identified by others or self-identified. The question of whether or how terrorists claim credit for particular acts, or are even incorrectly associated with the acts by various political or journalistic figures, can play important roles in the meaning of the acts and the overall effect of terrorism (as discussed in the context of Sinn Féin and the PIRA by Alonso, 2016). Some campaign organizers may find it appropriate to claim credit for certain manipulations and trickeries, often at later points in the campaign when the trickeries are shown to be effective and as legal claims concerning the trickeries are not a large factor. As particular tricks, pranks, and gaming efforts show their effectiveness to professional campaign organizers, these methods often become normalized and part of the standard arsenal through which campaigns operate; volunteer organizers can also acquire certain practices through observing and modeling.

The consequences of such political trickery can be substantial for citizens in their quests to learn about candidates and issues. Consider the following fictional scenario, rooted in the themes outlined in this paper:

You are a citizen who is interested in a particular candidate. You hear about the candidate on the radio: what is supposedly the candidate’s website, terrysmith.com, is often mentioned; the website is owned by the candidate’s opposition, however, and has incorrect and generally negative information. You go on social media to find out about the candidate on Twitter, and are amazed at the amount of attention the candidate’s tweets are receiving; you later learn that much of this attention was engineered through the purchase of Twitter followers and the maintenance of “bots.” You read material about Terry Smith that is posted in political blogs and news websites and find various, possibly-fictitious news stories and negative themes across the platforms possibly linked to a few sources.

The kinds of problems just outlined for individuals in obtaining basic information about candidates are widespread (Morgan, 2018). Added to these concerns are the prospects that citizen engagement and voter turnout could be affected by warnings that political campaign materials could somehow be tainted by online manipulation. In the US and UK elections in 2016 (the US Presidential and UK Brexit votes, respectively), the question of the extent of international influence (intervention from beyond the borders of the country) had a major role in discourse during and after the election (Howard & Kollanyi, 2016; Wingfield, Isaac, & Benner, 2016). The assumption that “some legal or political force would have stopped these abuses if the concerns would be important enough” often dampens the fervor of those who are trying to spearhead specific political communications reforms. The structure of campaigning and elections, however, provides timeframes through which various forms of information and search engine manipulation can be conducted with little chance for detection and mitigation (Coleman, 2015). Even though campaigns can be lengthy in duration (especially in US contexts), the legal and social mechanisms through which trickery and manipulations can be mitigated and reputational matters changed can take even longer to put into motion.

The “victim” theme takes a variety of dimensions in the online political trickery arena. Many traditional broadcast as well as social media sources have targeted campaigns that have been beset by online trickery and cyberattacks as being incompetent or culpable of campaign management malpractice, which can be seen as a kind of “victim blaming.” Also, a great deal of recent political discourse construes individuals receiving manipulated or fabricated political information as being somehow victimized (Mejias & Vokuev, 2017), and not empowered to participate in the processes involved. Social media are drawing individuals into direct participation into the kinds of deceptive and disruptive practices that can potentially further dilute the quality of political communications. The platforms that support social media (such as Facebook and Twitter) often provide economic and reputational incentives to participate in such problematic practices, providing advertisement revenue for popular Web sites that disseminate fake news (Epstein & Robertson, 2015). Some of these organizations have recently stated their resolves to rectify this situation,
but overall changes that would be of benefit to voters are only slowly materializing.

WHAT CONSTITUTES ONLINE POLITICAL TRICKERY AND GAMING?

Political interactions are often hard-fought, and the positions individual candidates take can be heavily distorted in the course of political discourse, both computer-mediated and traditional. Construing a particular campaign as engaging in online political trickery may be a judgement call as many practices described in this paper become normalized and affect the various platforms through which potential voters find out about and discuss candidates. Some of the strategies discussed in this paper are borderline in terms of legality, involving unauthorized access to networks. Hacking into another campaign’s Web sites and engaging in other more obviously illegal activity has often been supported in indirect ways by political parties in certain circumstances. In the US 2016 Presidential campaign, for example, electronic mail messages that were taken illegally from the Gmail account of a major campaign organizer played considerable, open roles in political discourse (Isikoff & Corn, 2018). A number of political trickery and gaming initiatives involve stretching existing rules and perhaps dealing with aspects of online interactions that have not yet been well mapped by legislation or international treaty.

Computer networking and social media have opened new channels for the exchange of problematic or corrupted information about candidates, issues, and voting mechanisms. For example, the identities of candidates can be readily affixed to statements (including tweets or posts) that they never produced or which were strategically edited; these communications can subsequently be disseminated in social media platforms (Malachowski, 2010). As previously mentioned, domain name piracy (or “name jacking”) can have a strong impact on whether or how potential voters obtain information about candidates: “without any legitimate affiliation, people nab rights to web sites that evoke politicians’ names” (Sanderson, 2009, p.3). Such piracy is generally legal, although there can be some attempts by those whose names are involved to make intellectual property-related claims against the squatters. Along with these candidate-related issues have emerged new opportunities for diminishing the integrity of basic voting processes and mechanics. For example, information about voting registration and election schedules has often been compromised; such schemes have been uncovered as providing the wrong election dates and polling locations to certain, targeted potential voters as well as establishing bogus voter registration systems that ultimately serve to disenfranchise citizenry (Oravec, 2005; Paulo & Bublitz, 2019).

Online practices that have often been construed in terms of trickery have increasingly been put into use as political operatives and candidates observe them in action, often spread by political operatives who market their skills to campaigns. The normalization of these practices can be rapid as people learn of their effectiveness. Many of these practices have been placed under the rubric of “computational propaganda” with bots and other artificial intelligence programs participating (Bessi & Ferrara, 2016), such as the roles of bots in steering the direction of many 2016 US presidential election political discussions on Twitter and other social media platforms. Below are descriptions of other commonly-known as well as emerging online political manipulation and trickery practices:

GOOGLE BOMBING

“Google bombing” can be used to denigrate candidates by associating demeaning information with their names as part of a browser search, or otherwise affecting the order of information retrieved by a Web browser (Oravec, 2013). According to McNichol (2004), once the basic mechanisms behind Google bombing were ascertained and shared, the practice spread among politically-minded activists of an assortment of parties and interests:

The unlikely electoral battle is being waged through “Google bombing,” or manipulating the Web’s search engines to produce, in this case, political commentary. Unlike Web politicking by other means, like hacking into sites to deface or alter their message, Google bombing is a group sport, taking advantage of the Web-indexing innovation that led Google
to search-engine supremacy. The perpetrators succeed by recruiting a small group of accomplices to link from their Web sites to a target site using specific anchor text (the clickable words in a link). The more high-traffic sites that link a Web page to a particular phrase, the more Google tends to associate that page with the phrase…

Victims of Google bombing have included David Cameron of the UK and Congressperson Rick Santorum of the US (Noble, 2013). Google bombing can have a considerable impact as individuals share information about the attacks through social media.

WIKI-WARS

Repeated “vandalism” attempts on Wikipedia sites (often weaponizing particular gender- or racial-related themes and images) can also serve to drain attentional resources of some political campaigns (Martellozo & Jane, 2017). Bahrami, Touiserkani, and Momeni (2015) state that “Since everybody is allowed to edit Wikipedia entries, observing impartiality is practically and mostly dependent on the good will of the Wikipedian” (p.113). When this good will erodes or other partisan factors intercede, online battles in altering Wikipedia information in ways negative to specific candidates or issues can occur. Berghel (2014) relates that “Wiki wars (or edit wars) result when mini-crowds become mobs, and empirical truth degenerates into opinion and ideology” (p.90).

FAKE NEWS

Fake news stories expanded in their impacts in the 2016 US and UK elections (Frank, 2015), with “clickbait” headlines and image tags attempting to attract attention (Hurst, 2016). Many of these stunts and manipulations have a strong humorous or comedic dimension, sometimes being crafted for entertainment as well as political advantage (Sørensen, 2013). Extensions of the fake news themes are bogus interviews of candidates with planned stunts or trick scenarios (Kroon & Angus, 2017; Reilly, 2018). Some fake news developers and disseminators have acquired some level of celebrity (Ohlheiser, 2017), including the late Paul Horner in the United States.

POLITICALLY-RELATED CYBERBULLYING AND COORDINATED HARASSMENT:

As previously related, online political activism often involves a playful component (McCaughey & Ayers, 2013; Yates, 2015), and some of the motivation of political trickery participants can simply be to have fun. The abuses involved in some kinds of political harassment, however, can be devastating: “prominently, the cultural public sphere is a terrain of contest characterised by mockery, pity and hostility towards celebrities, particularly women” (Eronen, 2014). Bal et al. (2016) describe “caricatures, cartoons, spoofs and satires” as playing critical roles in political communication through the centuries. However, especially damaging and sustained online harassment of women politicians and individuals identifying themselves in some way as female is common, and is often not countered by those in positions to mitigate the situation (Kuzma, 2013). Geismar (2014) states that “the extent to which public hate speech against women is tolerated by both politicians and mass media alike might be construed as bizarre and hypocritical.”

SWATTING AS POLITICAL EXPRESSION:

One example of potential physical danger involving political trickery is the “swatting” involved in some political situations (Enzweiler, 2014), which involves the inappropriate and generally anonymous summoning of emergency services to appear at campaign offices or rallies, or even at the homes of candidates. As related by Enzweiler, such practices have had a growing role in political spheres:

The use of swatting as a form of political intimidation against the ideals of another by placing them in potentially dangerous situations is of grave concern and must be addressed. Such politically motivated swatting activities bring to the fore a sinister application of this phenomenon, in which it is aimed at silencing particular viewpoints in political discourse. Such actions threaten not only the safety of
the parties involved, but at a deeper level pose a threat to the viability and integrity of the American political system, which is heavily reliant upon free expression.

The "swat" in "swatting" stems from the potential summoning of SWAT teams to various political settings. Swatting can have especially tragic consequences when mistaken identities and inaccurate locations are involved.

ASTROTURFING AND SOCKPUPPETING

Construction of "astroturf" public sentiment is also facilitated by some social media platforms. As previously described, Facebook and Twitter both allow for the purchase of followers, entities that can serve as signals or as proxies for political activity. Zhang, Carpenter, and Ko (2013) place astroturfing in a corporate context: "astroturfing occurs when people are hired to present certain beliefs or opinions on behalf of their employer through various communication channels. The key component of astroturfing is the creation of false impressions that a particular idea or opinion has widespread support" (p.2259). Sockpuppeting involves constructing and disseminating fake reviews, ratings, and other commentary online as to simulate positive public opinion (Fornaciari & Poesio, 2014). Even broadcast and online talk shows have reportedly been affected by synchronized calls in efforts to simulate citizen engagement with particular issues or candidates (Kerby & Marland, 2015).

DISTRIBUTED HASHTAG SPOILING

Twitter has been playing growing roles in shaping political discourse (Freelon & Karpf, 2015). Various Twitter users, however, have worked to "distract" people from the flow of latest news about certain political issues by posting "irrelevant" tweets at high frequency with particular hashtags; Najafabadi and Domanski (2018) categorize these efforts as akin to spam. The #IranTalks hashtag was reportedly damaged in its use and overall impact by such distractions, which could be seen as disrupting discourse on the important nuclear negotiations between Iran and other countries that began in September 2013.

Analyzing political trickery and gamesmanship from a media ecology perspective can illuminate some interactions and related complexities. Some of the problematic trickery and manipulation strategies just described are not easily mitigated with mechanical toolkits (such as wiki-wars and swatting); labor-intensive human intervention would be needed for effective mitigation, providing a drain of campaign resources and attention. Online trickery can interact with and have impacts on political communication in other forms of media (including traditional print and broadcast media). For example, narratives created and disseminated through social media can migrate to more traditional news services (Bennett & Segerberg, 2012; Oravec, 2020) and are often used for sources with little vetting or background analysis by journalists. Overwhelming levels of political trickery may place daunting barriers to citizens who seek to be engaged with the political process, although the question of what constitutes such high levels and subsequent overload is still open.

Placing the burden of countering and mitigating political trickery on the shoulders of individual campaigns is akin to distributing anti-virus software to households and small businesses with the aim of eradicating virus attacks; some benefits can indeed be forthcoming, but there is still a strong likelihood that various slippages and disruptions will occur. Google (with Alphabet as the parent company and Jigsaw as the public policy arm), Facebook, and Microsoft have all developed specific approaches and toolkits designed for small- and medium-sized political campaigns to counter the kinds of attacks they are likely to come across in the course of electoral processes:

... steps include an ID verification program for anyone seeking to buy a federal US election ad from Google, in-ad disclosures attached to election ads across Google's products, a transparency report specific to political ads on Google and a searchable ad library that allows anyone to view political ads for candidates in the US. As we previously reported, that database does not include issue-based ads or any ads from state or local races so its utility is somewhat limited though new ads will be
added on an ongoing basis… In the statement to Congress, Google also touted its Advanced Protection Program, an effort to discourage spear phishing campaigns, and Project Shield, a free DDoS protection service for US campaigns, candidates and political action committees. (Hatmaker, 2018, para. 6-7)

Lack of trust of the organizations that are developing and distributing the tools can exacerbate the issues involved rather than mitigate them (Meserve & Pemstein, 2018). Development of these tools is designed to provide some sense that the social media and search engine giants who are profiting in some ways from online political disruptions are indeed attempting to assist in mitigation efforts (Hawkins, 2018). Broeders and Taylor (2017) ask the rhetorical question "Does great power come with great responsibility?" describing the current characterizations of responsibilities of online platform and service providers as expanding as public awareness of their current and potential influences enlarges.

**RIGHTHEOUS HACKERS, RIGHTHEOUS TRICKSTERS? POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF ONLINE POLITICAL TRICKERY AND GAMING ON DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES**

The long history of political trickery, pranks, and gaming includes narratives about political campaigns that have been crushed through probably-illegal but ultimately unpunished prankstering (Bassil-Morozow, 2014; Frost-Arnold, 2014; McLeod, 2015). Campaigning, voting, and the election cycle as a whole have gone on even through citizens are often aware of what is transpiring but have few means of countering these practices or mitigating their effects. The phrase “wild West” (referring to the 19th century period of frontier exploration in the United States) has been used to characterize the arena of Internet trickery, manipulation, and security breaches in which political campaigns are currently operating online (Oplinger, Pernul, & Katsikas, 2017; Park, 2018), with responsible oversight and governance often not applicable factors. The possibility that voters will no longer be as involved in the election process because of their awareness of and concerns about online trickery is growing (Wirth, 2016). The impacts of any particular political communications practice or event may not be large (Bennett & Iyengar, 2008), but over time such interactions may have cumulative impacts that deeply affect citizen participation in democracy. Bublitz and Merkel (2014) have outlined a basic human right of individuals to be free from overwhelming barrages of emotionally-involving information that they are forced to assimilate, comparable to the steady stream of negative and convoluted information about electoral matters.

Competence in campaigns continues to be a theme in discourse on political trickery. For example, Mary Burke, a Democratic candidate for governor of Wisconsin, was given comparable treatment to that afforded Republican Carly Fiorina. The Web site maryburke.com was purchased by someone who used it to “hammer” Mary Burke, a relative newcomer to elective politics; her previous political position had been on the Madison, Wisconsin School Board (DeFour, 2013). Burke's supposed neglect in obtaining the maryburke.com domain may have been the kind of mistake made by those who do not spend their lives in pursuing public office. The notion that new candidates can be damaged by political trickery, however, is matched with accounts of how “legacy” candidates are also treated. The 2000 Bush presidential campaign ran into difficulties in dealing with supposed online trickery:

The George W. Bush presidential campaign experienced even greater problems in dealing with twenty-something graduate student Zack Exley, who purchased sites such as www.gwbush.com and www.gbrush.org. Exley vexed the Bush camp with his anti-Bush postings and the vast amount of press he received, prompting Bush officials to file a complaint with the Federal Election Commission (FEC). In April 2000, more than eleven months after the filing, FEC commissioners determined that the Bush complaint did not warrant consideration and dismissed it without considering the merits. Exley was thus left free to continue his activities without fear of running afoul of federal election regulations.” Nevertheless, the Exley controversy has raised difficult issues that are likely to resurface as cyber-politics
become more prevalent and more necessary for electoral success. (Coleman, 2015, p.236)

The notion of the “righteous hacker” is often associated with “hacktivism.” The term is generally applied to those who engage in various online break-ins so as to push forward the state of cybersecurity and improve computing technology as a result; hacktivism has roots in the early days of computing (Clarke, 1996; Gorham, 2015). In comparable ways, the righteous “political trickster” may also play a continuing role in subsequent political campaigns, endeavoring to test current and potential candidates through various manipulations. Political parties can work together to lessen the impacts of such trickery, so that at least newer candidates can have the possibility of running effective campaigns without overwhelming obstacles. Legal actions against those involved in election-related manipulation and gaming (mobs) include tort liability (Hua, 2017), though after-the-election penalties may dim in significance since the election results themselves will rarely be overturned. Occasionally, the candidates involved in trickery suffer bad publicity, as in the case of a politician in Guelph (in Ontario, Canada) who reportedly collected current and projected opponents’ domain names in excess (May, 2014), but this is not automatic.

The needs for individuals to extend their current levels of civic literacy are growing in light of the extents of political trickery they may encounter in everyday political communications. Even while individuals obtain information through formal political debates and candidate-approved materials they may be accessing second- or even third-screen communications that can be doctored and manipulated (Freelon & Karpf, 2015). Case studies and analyses of such trickery may help in attempts to understand how online communications can be manipulated by interested parties (Dahlgren, 2009); in turn, these studies can demonstrate how many social media participants have often played proactive roles in disseminating the distorted or manipulated information. One difficulty in conducting such studies is presenting the resulting material in ways that are not politically steered in various partisan directions; some descriptions of online trickery and manipulations can also take on the appearance of “conspiracy theories” and be rejected as quasi-fictional intrigue.

**SOME CONCLUSIONS AND REFLECTIONS: TAKING POLITICAL TRICKERY AND MANIPULATION SERIOUSLY**

Major public policy questions arise from the emerging varieties of online political trickery and manipulation, some of which pertain to the character of democracy and the potentials for damaging intervention into electoral systems. For instance, the propriety of political campaigns striking back at each other with political trickeries in a “wild West” style can certainly be unsettling as Internet communications become essential to electoral discourse and as some forms of partisanship become more intense. In an age in which entertainment and politics are becoming more tightly fused (Wells et al., 2016), the humorous and even voyeuristic aspects of online manipulation and gaming in electoral contexts can be especially problematic as participants battle for reputational gains. It can indeed be amusing for many to watch people in current or potential positions of power be humiliated in some way, if only through online manipulations that expose the lack of cyber savvy on the part of their (often amateur) staffs. New manipulation and trickery practices are surfacing as applications of artificial intelligence (such as bots) and “big data” methodologies along with the individual human efforts of everyday fake news writers spread into various election settings, both national and local. Some of the methods of manipulation are becoming democratized to some extent, more easily accessible to those who want to become involved somehow in the political process regardless as to whether they have the means to contribute monetarily to campaigns or become candidates themselves. The potential of well-funded and coordinated efforts to subvert democratic processes, however, is becoming more intense as online manipulation and trickery practices become more sophisticated.

The hacking of the Democratic National Committee (DNC) in the United States in 2016 brought some attention to these issues but only shone lights on one part of a complex set of phenomena. Framing political manipulation and gaming issues as occurring largely in the national and international arenas can diminish the impacts of smaller yet significant incursions on everyday political interactions. Speculation about whether or how
the political infrastructure in the United States and United Kingdom could be somehow “hardened” to withstand the emerging forms of computer-assisted trickery, either locally-generated or implemented at international levels, often incorporates concerns about freedom of speech, although many of the gaming and trickery incidents themselves effectively disable or impair needed channels of political communication. Technological advances that can target fake news and related policies and legislation that are expressly designed to diminish the potentials for political trickery are a start, but sustained attention will be needed to mitigate potential damages (Dupont, 2016; Shackelford et al., 2017). Legislative efforts to reinforce the ownership of certain kinds of online intellectual property (such as the name “Carly Fiorina” in association with related domain names) presents serious issues relating to intellectual property on the Internet (Odinet, 2016).

Whether or not individual political campaigns are somehow culpable in allowing online attacks to occur (for example, by not engaging in “proper” cyber hygiene and security hardening, with practices in synch with what high-tech leaders promote), allowing political trickery to proceed without some checks may serve to weaken confidence in democratic processes over time. The overall impacts of the practices described in this paper on citizenship activities are complex, and damages as well as some benefits are likely. On the positive side, social media have served to democratize political trickery and gaming to some extent, providing capabilities for some kinds of political stunts and manipulations to those with fairly few financial and personnel resources. Bell and Ippolito (2011) relate some of the “equalizing tendencies” of networks, which can empower new and emerging actors in political and social contexts. Political trickery, however, can also demoralize and drain the resources of some less-well-funded and less-politically savvy candidates. The need for conscientious reputation management on the part of candidates can place considerable burdens on campaigns, possibly deterring from the overall value of these online political communications to democracy. Responses to these trickery practices may also underpin the attitudes of citizens as well as traditional media outlets to politically-related international security breaches, possibly desensitizing and numbing them as to potential dysfunctions with political communications as a whole.

Political trickery and gamesmanship are likely to take new forms as potential voters increasingly utilize online sources to access information about candidates as well as obtain polling numbers (Tremayne, 2015), with increased personalization and artificial intelligence support (Oravec, 2019). Campaigns that do not have sufficient resources and savvy to project potential problems with their online presences can find that their messages are misread and communications misdirected. Corporations facing comparable issues often gain more sympathy and obtain more assistance from the legal system in countering invasions of their networks and damage to their systems (Erb, 2017). Even with corporations, a “wild West” approach in which aggrieved parties retributively attack those suspected of hacking and manipulation is emerging, exacerbating partisanship and ill will. Maintaining fairness and nonpartisanship while countering attacks upon the deliberative processes of voters will be difficult but essential for the health of democracies.
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